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Today, the electrification of flight is more popular than ever,
creating a wide array of concept aircraft and associated power
system topologies. In order to gain insights into benefits of these
varying architectures, this paper introduces the development of a
framework for electric aircraft power system (EAPS) optimization. The proposed framework accepts inputs from a designer
in the form of component parameters and desired flight mission
characteristics. A collective graph representing many possible
architectures is formed, from which, subgraphs that describe
power system topologies meeting the flight requirements are
extracted and analyzed. Optimal EAPS architectures with respect
to goals of minimizing mass while maximizing efficiency and
reliability can be subsequently selected from these subgraphs. The
framework is exemplified on a 500kW rated aircraft using data
collected from surveys of component parameters such as power
density and efficiency. The presented results show a comparative
analysis of different EAPS types with respect to the competing
performance metrics of mass, efficiency, and survivability.

Index Terms – graph theory, electric aircraft, power
systems, optimization
I. I NTRODUCTION
Electric aircraft are becoming increasingly more popular,
driven by incentives such as fuel efficiency, cost, and noise
pollution. Manufacturers have already begun electrification
of many auxiliary systems in today’s planes, as well as the
demonstration of electrically propelled aircraft. These studies
have produced a large number of designs, all of which vary
greatly with respect to the power system (Fig. 1). The question
of how these different architectures may perform has led to
the development of a tool which can be used to determine the
optimal number of components and configuration within the
power system.
When considering the electrification of air transport, the
EAPS architectures may be broken down into three main
categories: all-electric, hybrid-electric, and turbo-electric. The
first of these mentioned include a propulsion system which
fully derives its energy from electrical storage means. With
the current state of the technology’s maturity, all-electric
aircraft concepts are most commonly seen. In fact, several
demonstrator aircraft have been constructed or are currently
under development.
One of the first all-electric demonstrator aircraft to attract
significant attention was the E-Fan developed by Airbus [1].
This 60kW, two-seater prototype was the only one produced
and first flew in 2014, before Airbus transitioned to the

development of their hybrid-electric aircraft concept. More
recently, electric propulsion company, MagniX partnered with
AeroTec to modify a Cessna 208B Grand Caravan to be
electrically driven by MagniX’s 560kW system in 2020 [2].
Another notable unique all-electric currently under development is NASA’s all-electric X-57 (Fig. 1). This aircraft will
not only serve as a demonstrator for electric machines in
aviation, but also for a concept called distributed electric
propulsion (DEP), which, according to studies, may increase
flight efficiency further. While many organizations are showing
that purely electric flight is a possibility, all-electric aircraft are
typically seen to be short range and carry a limited number
of passengers, due to the current limitations with lithium-ion
energy storage energy density.
As current electrical energy storage means limit maximum
payload and flight time in all-electric aircraft, researchers have
proposed alternative approaches to incorporate further electrification into aircraft propulsion systems. The most commonly
seen method of driving propulsion in modern commercial
aircraft is through combustion jet engines, which is a proven
technology that the industry has become well suited to manufacture. Electrification of these propulsion systems type may
be achieved through the coupling an electrical generator to
the turbine of a jet engine. This method allows the jet engine
to perform its duty of producing lift while simultaneously
generating electrical energy. A hybrid-electric aircraft power
system includes significant energy storage means for the
generated electricity, which may be used to drive electric
machines connected to propulsors at any period during the
flight. One hybrid-electric aircraft example concept is the EFan X, a collaborative effort between AirBus, Rolls-Royce,
and Siemens [3].
Turbo-electric aircraft, in comparison, directly use the power
produced by the jet turbine to drive the electrical propulsion
motors, including little to no means of electrical energy
storage. Turbo-electric concepts generally offer a less massive
design when compared to a hybrid considering the very small
amount of battery used. This, however, makes the power
system less flexible and decreases its potential for reduction
of direct carbon emissions. Example turbo-electric aircraft
concepts include NASA’s Single-aisle Turbo-electric Aircraft
with an Aft Boundary-Layer propulsor (STARC-ABL) and
N3-X [4], [5].
At the preliminary design stage, an aircraft’s mission is typ-
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ically predetermined based on flight goals such as endurance,
intended payload, etc. Generally, the aircraft topology of turboelectric, hybrid-electric, or all-electric may be set based on its
mission duration, primarily due to energy storage constraints.
The leading electrical energy storage technology in electric
vehicles, Lithium-ion, may possess a specific energy in the
range of about 160 Wh/kg [6].
Fossil fuel, with an energy density two orders of magnitude
higher, holds an advantage over electric energy storage. Thus,
when considering electrical energy storage for a commercial
airliner such as the Boeing 777, it may be expected that
significantly more mass is required to achieve the same energy
content as fossil fuel, and this severely limits the maximum
flight time.

Figure 1. Example distributed electric propulsion aircraft designs by
NASA with varying power system topologies. All-electric demonstrator X-57
Maxwell currently under development utilizing multiple electrical machines
with varying ratings [14] (left). Conceptual turbo-electric N3-X aircraft which
utilizes electrical energy from generators coupled to jet engines [15] (right).

There are still many choices for a designer to make concerning the layout of a power system, including the degree of
electrification, distribution type, number and rating of power
conversion devices, energy storage systems, and propulsion
units such as motors and jet engines [7]. Determination of
these free variables in the process is not a trivial question and
requires detailed analysis.
In past EAPS design studies, a common approach is to
construct a small set of candidate architectures and evaluate
performance metrics compared to a baseline, such as the
approach seen in [8]. When considering propulsion design,
aerodynamics, thermal, and electrical systems are highly coupled. Multidisciplinary tools such as GT-HEAT of Georgia
Institute of Technology, and GENUS of Cranfield University
have been developed to assess integrated vehicle impacts of
various subsystems [9], [10]. While, graph theory based methods have been employed recently for the design of microgrids
and large electric ships to evaluate system reliability and cost,
the applications to EAPS is less widely researched [11], [12].
This paper proposes an approach, intended to be used
as an early stage design tool, which utilizes mathematical
methods involving graph theory to identify optimal solutions
with regard to the electric aircraft power system (EAPS)
configuration built off of the initial work conducted in [13].
Our paper brings contributions, not only in applications to
electric aircraft, but also in the theoretical development and
the software implementation, as explained later in the paper.
Example results include performance trade-offs for an array
of design candidates in the terms of efficiency, mass, and
survivability.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
considerations and a review of components commonly seen
in EAPSs. Section III discusses the proposed optimization
method based on predefined mission parameters including
components characteristics outlined in the previous section. An
example case study for a 500kW airplane using the framework
is presented in Section IV. Based on the results from the
case study, architecture performance sensitivity to the various
components is discussed in Section V. The full paper is
concluded in Section VI.

Figure 2. Example aircraft power system representations with a variable
number and ratings of internal combustion engines (ICE), generators (Gen),
rectifiers (AC/DC), inverters (DC/AC), battery energy storage systems (BESS),
and electric motors (EM). The proposed graph theory based optimization
approach identifies high performance candidates from the most general of
architectures.

II. E LECTRIC A IRCRAFT P ROPULSION C OMPONENT
S URVEY
An EAPS may be represented in the form of a graph
network in which the graphs nodes are determined by the
components incorporated in the power system architecture. For
an electric aircraft, these may include, but are not limited to
electric machines, i.e. motors or generators, power converters,
energy storage devices, and protection equipment (Fig. 2).
Each component and its respective graphical node may be
assigned characteristics including specific power or energy,
operating efficiency, and failure rates. These characteristics
may be constant values, such as a failure rate for a particular
component, or they may vary with other variables related to
that component. For example, efficiency may be calculated as
a function of the component’s power rating and anticipated
loading over the specified mission. In this study, surveys
have been conducted to extract these parameters from both
commercially available components and those reported in the
literature.
A. Internal Combustion Engines
Airplanes are traditionally driven with one of two powerplants types to generate thrust. Reciprocating, or piston
engines can commonly be seen on fixed-wing propeller aircraft
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spICE = −3.03∗10−7 PICE 2 +3.15∗10−3 PICE +2.57, (2)
where spICE is the specific power in kW/kg.

Figure 3. Survey of specific power and efficiency values for commercial jet
engines, including both turbine and internal combustion engines based on a
large set of references [16]–[22]. Trendlines shown are used in the EAPS
model.

B. Electric Machines
Electric machines may serve several functions in an electric
aircraft system. The most commonly envisioned propulsion
application is the direct linkage of the electric machine to
the propulsive device, be it a propeller or ducted fan. In this
application the machine mainly operates in motoring mode,
working to drive the propulsive device to generate lift for the
aircraft. However, regeneration and emergency braking is also
achievable by the device. In hybrid-electric and turbo-electric
aircraft, electric machines may be coupled to the turbine of jet
engines to serve as generators, providing electrical power to
the energy storage or directly to motoring electric machines.
In this configuration, the electric machines may also be used
as starters for the jet engines. For use in the optimization
framework, a collection of performance parameters in electric
machines designed for vehicle applications was constructed,
using the assumption only active mass has been reported (Fig.
4). The majority of electric machines used in transportation
applications and for which data is publicly available, fall in
power ranges below 500kW [23]–[36]. The specific powers
and rated efficiencies can vary significantly, as illustrated in
Fig. 4. Therefore, if a least squares regression line was utilized
as described for the combustion engines, a poor correlation
may be the result. The efficiency and specific power are
considered to increase with power rating, The goodness factor
defined as the equation below:
G=

Figure 4. Collection of specific power and efficiency values for both academic
and commercial electric machines designs based on a large set of references
[23]–[36]. A trendline is extracted and used in the EAPS model.

or helicopters and are generally more inexpensive and easier
to operate. These engines are used in lower power aviation
applications such as training and short-haul missions. For use
in higher power demand applications, aircraft adopt a power
turbine. In fixed-wing designs a turboprop or jet turbine may
be used, while in helicopters utilize turboshaft engines. An
extensive survey was conducted to gather parametric data
across commercial aviation reciprocating and turbine engines
[16]–[22]. From this survey, second order polynomial fitting
was used to represent the variations in specific power and
efficiency with rated power, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Turbine
internal combustion engine (ICE) efficiency in percent, ηICE ,
was estimated using the following equation;
ηICE = −1.46∗10−6 PICE 2 +8.95∗10−3 PICE +19.08, (1)
where PICE represents the rated power of the ICE in kW.
Similarly, the power-to-weight ratio of the engine can be
represented as

2p2 µo f
,
πpr g

(3)

serves a dimensionless index which can be used to compare
electric machines of different ratings [37]. Where p is the polepitch, pr is the surface resistivity, and g is the air-gap length. It
was shown that higher rated machines have a higher goodness.
Further, as the power rating increases, inactive materials make
up a smaller percentage of the overall weight, leading to higher
specific power. Likewise, auxiliary losses comprise a smaller
percentage of the overall loss. In addition, the probability
of using expensive, low loss components is higher, all these
factors contribute to a higher efficiency. Based off of the
survey data, it has been assumed in this study that the powerto-weight ratio of electric machines increases linearly from
5 to 10 kW/kg as the power rating increases to 2.5MW.
Similarly, the efficiency over this power range was assumed
to increase linearly from 95 to 98 percent. Power rating of
the electric machines has been determined based on the power
requirements dictated by the mission profile, for the case study
presented in this paper, the aircraft has a total power rating
of 500kW. Second order effects of fan drag, efficiency, and
weight are neglected.
C. Power Electronics
Each electric machine represented in the aircraft designs
must be utilized with the implementation of power electronic
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Figure 5. Survey of specific power and efficiency values for commercial
and academic power electronic conversion devices, based on a large set of
references [38]–[44]. Trendlines shown are used in the EAPS model.

converters to condition the power where appropriate. A survey of performance characteristics for various industrial and
academic power electronic converters has been conducted and
is illustrated in Fig. 5. The survey consists solely of designs
for three-phase, two-level inverters due to the fact that such a
topology is the most common implementation for an electric
vehicle motor drive application. Additional detail could be
added to the modeling by including survey results for various
motor and drive combinations. A logarithmic fitting has been
used to generate a least squares regression line from the data
points and is used in the optimization. Specific power, spP E ,
of the power electronic converters, or the power-to-weight
ratio, has been estimated as
spP E = 3.47 + 2.78log(PP E ),

(4)

where PP E is the rated power of the power electronics.
Typically, in matured technologies and applications of electric
machines and power electronics, efficiency is expected to
increase with rated power. These trends are noted in common
practice and have theoretically demonstrated in the following
paper [37]. With EAPS technologies, there is large variation
in between technological designs, which may explain the
variations in the survey data. Due to the lack of efficiency
reported by manufacturers, in this study the efficiency of the
power electronics is assumed to follow a linear increase from
97 to 99 percent as power increases to 1MW.
D. Energy Storage
The studies conducted in this paper and previous works
show that energy storage systems are among the most influential components included in the design of an electric aircraft
power system when considering mass. Although primarily
dominated by Lithium-Ion battery technology, there are many
studies on implementation of energy storage in electric transportation including supercapacitors, various forms of chemical
batteries, fuel cells, and flywheels. In this study it is also
important to consider the energy stored in jet fuel used in a
hybrid topology. A survey of recent review papers on energy
storage for electric vehicle applications was conducted and
performance characteristics are illustrated in Fig. 6. As shown
in Fig. 6, power and energy-to-weight ratios vary between
energy storage technologies. Therefore, when calculating the
mass of electrical energy storage, both power and energy
ratings are considered. In most applications, the energy rating
is the dominate factor. However, in fuel cells for example,

Figure 6. Ragone plot illustrating specific energy and power of various
energy storage means usable in electrical transportation based off of references [45]–[47]. Survey conducted includes hydrogen fuel cells, lithium
ion batteries, flywheels, superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES),
and supercapacitors. While a higher specific energy is typically favorable in
electric propulsion, the specific power of the energy storage means must also
be considered.

power rating may dictate mass, considering specific energy
is higher than the specific power when compared to other
technologies. Architectures which can make use of high power,
lower energy applications such as energy recovery during
landing, may favor storage means which have show higher
specific power. For Lithium-ion batteries, which are based
on a technology under accelerated development, relatively
large variations of the specific energy with rating have been
reported, making it difficult to conclude on an analytical
relationship for the trends. For the studies reported in this
paper, it has been assumed that the specific energy for the
battery remains constant at the typical value of 160Wh/kg [6].
E. Circuit Protection
Circuit breakers can be mechanical or solid state devices.
Mechanical breakers (vacuum, SF6, air chute) are conventionally designed for AC applications. In order to use them in DC
systems, an artificial current zero-crossing is achieved through
passive and active resonant circuits. Such breakers feature
a low contact resistance, and can be designed to withstand
high voltage, but have large fault clearing times, of the order
of milliseconds, and a large number of moving components.
In contrast solid state breakers, based on thyristors, IGBTs,
etc. have operation times of the order of micro and nano
seconds [48]. One limitation is the high on-state loss, which
can be mitigated by the use of wide band gap devices. The
available current and voltage ratings are limited, necessitating,
for high power applications, several devices to be connected in
series, parallel or both, and their synchronous operation. This
additional complexity may favor power system topologies with
a large number of lower rated components.
III. E XHAUSTIVE D ESIGN S PACE E VALUATION P ROCESS
The edges of a graph represent interconnections between
the various components. A graph for an EAPS is directed to
signify possible directions of power flow. Some nodes such
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Figure 7. Graph containing power system components seen in hybrid and turbo-electric aircraft topologies with varying ratings. The illustrated graph represents
thousands of potential candidate designs. The developed framework extracts valid subgraphs meeting the flight requirements, such as the one shown in green,
for further analysis.

Figure 8. A collection of potential design candidates to fulfill an electric aircraft concept which meets the flight power and energy requirements predetermined
by the system designer. All the shown topologies were selected automatically as subgraphs from a graph containing many designs. These architectures include
purely turbo-electric, hybrid-electric and all-electric energy storage means.

as an auxiliary heating unit may only accept power, therefore
its edges should only be directed toward and not from the
node. These edges may be assigned weights, examples include
mass associated with the inclusion of a particular vertex, power
flow capacity, or physical distance. Further descriptions of how
power systems may be represented as graphs can be seen in
[49], [12]. Connectivity in between the various graph vertices
may be used for minimal path calculation as in this study
to determine lowest mass or highest efficiency. Additional
studies in the literature have used graph theory for reliability
evaluation by utilizing minimum cut sets to determine power

loss scenarios [50].
The optimization process begins with inputs from the
system designer regarding the intended use of the aircraft
and technology available. Vehicle goals such as desired fuel
savings, power requirement at maximum lift, and flight profiles, which describe aircraft power output over time, may be
initially introduced by the user and later used as constraints.
In addition to these vehicle-level inputs, the user also must
define component-level information for the framework to use.
These attributes include specific power and energy, efficiency,
and failure rates. These may be defined static values as
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described earlier, or by ranges depending on the availability
of resources to the aircraft designer. Introduction of ranges
for component attributes also enables the use of sensitivity
analysis to determine which components and attributes have
the largest influence on performance metrics. In this study, a
survey of various aircraft components was conducted to obtain
values for efficiency and specific power as a function of power
(Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). To further the accuracy of this model,
additional power system components such as gearboxes can
be modeled, as seen in [51].
Once the components under consideration and the desired
ranges are defined, a graph is constructed to represent many
candidate designs, as seen in Fig. 7. An iterative process is
established for the addition of commonly seen power flow
paths into the graph to avoid excessive manual entries by the
user. One example of a common path starts from a jet engine
as a generation source, which converts mechanical energy to
electrical through an AC generator, from this point the power
can be rectified with a AC/DC converter, then this power can
be used to drive an AC. As an example, the conceptual design
for a 500kW aircraft will now be demonstrated. The system
graph is iteratively created using components with varying
power ratings, those labeled ”large” represent a full power
rating of 500kW, those with no indicator possess power of
half the rated value, and those with ”small” indicate a quarter
of the power rating.
From the full graph, thousands of architectures are extracted
which meet the power and energy requirements input by the
user, such as those seen in Fig 8. To perform this extraction
process, node are classified into power delivery (PD), energy
source (ES), and power conversion groups. Jet engines are
treated as both ES and PD nodes since fuel storage is included
in the node characteristics. All possible permutations of ES
and PD nodes are then calculated and stored into matrices, as
illustrated in Fig. 9. The framework then iterates through the
matrices to remove any permutations whose total power and
energy capacity do not meet the requirements imposed by the
designer, which may be described as the following equation:

Preq =

nX
EM

PEM,i +

i=1
nX
BAT

Ereq =

i=1

n
JE
X

(PJE,i − PL,i ),

i=1

EBAT,i +

n
JE
X

Initialize model
with mission goals
and graph
properties

Designer

Build graph nodes
and edges based
on input ranges
Extract combinations of
energy storage and electric
motor nodes that meet
energy & power requirements
into ES(a,b) and PD(c,d)
a,b,c,d=1
Start/continue
iteration through
ES(a,b)/PD(c,d)
Find minimum
distance path
from ES(a,b) to
PD(c,d) and store
nodes in subgraph

c=c+1

Status of
PD
iteration

c=1-END

a=a+1

Status of
ES
iteration

a=1-END

where Preq is the maximum power and energy required for the
aircraft’s mission, PEM , EEM , PJE , EJE and EBAT are the
rated power and energy of the electric motors, jet engines,
and batteries, Pg is the generated electrical power from a
jet engine’s turbines and nEM , nJE , nBAT are the number
of components in the design candidate. Subgraphs are then
formed by using the previously defined ES and PD nodes in
combination with minimum path algorithms to add edges and
power conversion nodes. Additionally, the algorithm ensures
the following power flow constraints between one a parent and
daughter node(s):

a=END

b=b+1

b=END
Store subgraph as
design candidate

Calculate
performance
metrics

(5)
EJE,i ,

d=d+1

d=END

stop

i=1

c=END

Figure 9. Workflow for the EAPS optimization process. The designer begins
the approach by defining system characteristics and the framework outputs
how viable power systems perform based on specified metrics. Example
performance metrics include mass and efficiency.

Ps = −

nl
X

Pl ;

Ps < 0;

Pl > 0,

(6)

i=1

using the convention of supplied power being noted as negative
and absorbed power as positive, where Ps is a parent node and
Pl is a daughter node.
These architectures that are extracted include the extreme
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Figure 10. Total mass and losses for the entire power system of aircraft
including combustion engine, electric generation, energy storage, power
conversion and electric propulsion motor are shown as empty circles. Filled
circles indicate designs that consider both power system and propulsion losses.
The dashed and solid lines indicate generic pareto fronts for both calculations.
Designs with purely electrical energy storage have the highest efficiency (D1)
and turbo-electric designs are least massive (D5 and D6). Hybrid designs such
as D2-D4 tradeoff mass and losses.

Figure 11. Distributed electric propulsion (DEP) effects on total system
efficiency. When only the electromechanical efficiency is considered, losses
increase with the number of propulsors due to the decrease in component
efficiency as the power rating decreases. If the benefits of DEP are also
considered, the overall system efficiency increases with the number of
propulsors.

A. Evaluation of Mass and Efficiency
cases of all-electric and turbo-electric, which offer the most
efficient and lightest designs respectively, and also series hybrid and parallel hybrid-electric aircraft power systems, which
offer best case compromises. Design D1 is an purely electric
topology with a battery rated for 500kW and two 250kW
motors and associate drives. Design D2 is a series hybrid
with a 500kW jet turbine powering a similarly rated generator,
rectifier, and battery, which then supplies two 250kW motors
and drives. Designs D3 and D4 are parallel hybrids with a
250kW jet engine supplying a generator, rectifier, and battery
of the same rating. D3 and D4 differ in the amount of
energy stored in the battery and fuel tank, where D3 uses
50 percent of each and D4 uses 80 percent stored in the
engine and 20 percent from the battery. Designs D5 and D6
are turboelectric systems with no electrical energy storage,
both utilizing a 500kW engine and generator. D5 is a more
distributed approach, which may prove more reliable and
exhibit increased aerodynamic efficiency with four 125kW
rectifier, inverter, motor combinations. D6, in contrast, has a
single 500kW rectifier with two 250kW inverters and motors.

IV. D ISCUSSION OF E XAMPLE S TUDIES
A collection of valid subgraphs was constructed using
the optimization approach discussed. Once obtained, postprocessing may be done to evaluate the performance characteristics of each subgraph representing the aircraft power
system topologies. In this study, two example studies were
conducted to assess architecture performance on the basis
of mass, efficiency and survivability. To further validate the
design candidates produced by the framework, multi-physics
co-simulation of the architecture may be conducted, as seen
in [52].

The total power system mass may be calculated as the sum
of all individual components masses and any energy storage.
Nodes that represent loads or power conversion devices derive
their mass from the node’s rating and the associated specific
power. The mass for those nodes which represent Lithium-ion
batteries, is calculated using specific energy. A special case
is introduced for jet engine nodes, which represent both the
engine and fuel storage. Total ICE node mass is calculated as
the sum of engine mass, based on specific power, and mass
of the required fuel. The mass of fuel used by an ICE per
energy output is known as specific fuel consumption (SFC).
Based on the survey conducted in Section II A, a second order
polynomial fitting has been used to estimate a turbine’s SFC
as a function of power rating:
CICE = 2.14 ∗ 10−8 PICE − 1.27 ∗ 10−4 PICE + 0.42, (7)
where CICE is SFC in kg/kWh. To determine the required
energy, a mission profile was used, which defines power
consumption of the aircraft over time.
Another very important performance metric that is of interest to an aircraft designer is the overall system efficiency,
which directly effects fuel consumption. Furthermore, the
power losses determine the sizing for the thermal management and cooling. Recent studies have shown that distributed
propulsion with multiple propellers and their associated electric machines may provide a higher aerodynamic efficiency
[53]. Based on this reference, in a 250 PAX twin-jet, changing
the number of engines from two to eight may increase the
propulsive efficiency from 80 to 86 percent [54]. Although
aerodynamic efficiency is expected to increase by means
of boundary layer ingestion, as discussed in a number of
references [53], [54], there isn’t a clear analytical relationship
established yet. In our current study, for the purpose of simplified exemplification, it has been assumed that an increase
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in efficiency from 80 to 86 percent occurs linearly as number
of propulsors increases from two to eight.
E(ηcomb (1 − ζ)) + (ηelec ζ))ηaero
,
(8)
E
where ηcomb represents the efficiency of a path from the
combustion engine source to a motor load, ηelec represents the
efficiency of a path stemming from battery energy storage, ζ
is the degree of electrical energy storage, being a value from
zero to one and ηaero is the aerodynamic efficiency. For a fully
turbo-electric architecture, ζ will be equal to zero, as all the
energy used for flight is stored in the jet fuel. It is assumed
that the battery is charged independently of the engine.
This framework example study is conducted for a 500kW
peak power electric aircraft. The total system efficiency versus
EAPS mass was calculated using multiple values of ζ and
both, with and without, the propulsive efficiency considered.
The results, shown in Fig. 10, indicate that higher efficiency
is achieved at the cost of mass in systems with battery energy
storage, which is in line with expectations, and therefore
confirms the applicability of the proposed approach.
In the case where assumed benefits of distributed electric
propulsion (DEP) are included in the overall system efficiency
calculation, topologies that use smaller, more distributed approaches may have fewer losses (Fig. 11). The distributed
architectures result in an increase in mass, due to the decrease
in power density as power rating decreases. The effects of DEP
are achieved by the number of propulsors, and the incurred
mass may be minimized by using architectures with the largest
power rating and fewest number of power system components
that posses more propulsors.
In many cases, it may be desirable to include multiple
redundant paths for power flow, so that the overall system
reliability may be increased. In power systems, this is done
through the addition of multiple redundant conductors between
feeders and controlling the connections through a combination
of breakers and relays. Each of these add mass to the EAPS,
and therefore must be accounted for. A constant mass penalty
for interconnection edges is included in the model to better
represent effect of conductors and interfacing hardware such
as circuit breakers. To further improve accuracy of this model,
a designer may include geometry of an aircraft, voltage and
current ratings to obtain exact conductor and interconnect
specifications.
Two forms of energy storage are considered in this study,
electrical and chemical. When jet fuel is burned, this exhibits
a mass variability throughout a flight profile. In the case of a
hybrid aircraft utilizing jet fuel or fuel cell technology, total
aircraft mass decreases as it progresses throughout its flight.
This variability may be significant in certain cases and is
therefore included in this study. As the mass decreases, power
requirements for various flight conditions will decrease as
well. This is reflected in the total energy used calculations and
output performance characteristics of the EAPS architecture.
ηsys =

B. Design Candidate Survivability
Power system architectures may also be evaluated based
upon their survivability, meaning how well the system can

Figure 12. Illustration of topology survivability for designs considered in the
optimization. Red markers on the graphs indicate minimum number of failures
prior to flight power decreasing below 75 percent. Figure includes two designs
selected from the pareto front when considering mass versus losses.

Figure 13. Electric aircraft power system topology that demonstrates N-3
survivability. While assurance of flight safety is increased by the addition
of multiple redundant connections and components, overall system mass
increases accordingly.

perform if components go offline. In this paper, survivability
was scored using a tiered method, based on how many
components may fail before thrust production capability falls
below 75 percent of the nominal rated power of the case study.
A set of pareto front designs from the mass versus efficiency
example discussed in the previous section was extracted and
evaluated for their survivability (Fig. 12). Topologies which
have a higher survivability index often exhibit greater mass,
due to redundant components and connections. For example,
a hybrid-electric architecture with N-3 survivability may be
achieved through the addition of many redundant feeders (Fig.
13).
Turbo-electric topologies with fewer system components
may perform best when considering metrics such as overall power system mass and efficiency, as discussed in the
previous section. However, topologies that incorporate either
a distributed approach through the implementation of many
smaller energy storage and propulsive units or many redundant
connections tend to exhibit higher survivability.
The proposed framework may be expanded to analyze EAPS
reliability using minimal cut sets to determine, for each node,
the minimum series of events which need to occur before
the node is inoperative. This information can then be converted into useful data such as the probability of failure. One
challenge with the evaluation of power system reliability is
obtaining accurate failure rates of components, which may be
calculated using stress factors or specified by the manufacturer
based on extensive laboratory testing. Additionally, estimating
the interaction effects between components is non-trivial and
must be carefully assessed, as seen in [50].
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Figure 14. The regression coefficients in per unit associated with total power
system mass resulting from numerical calculations for design candidate, D2.
The regression coefficient for the specific energy for the electrical energy
storage is -1.27.

Table I
EAPS COMPONENT VARIABLES . VALUES STATED REFLECT THOSE SEEN
IN THE SURVEY CONDUCTED IN F IGS . 3-6.

V. S ENSITIVITY A NALYSIS
As technology progresses, specific power, specific energy,
and efficiency of the individual components used in the aircraft
power system will advance accordingly. To evaluate the effect
on performance metrics these advancements may have, a
sensitivity study has been conducted for a selected topology
design candidate, D2, which is a hybrid architecture with half
of the required energy for the flight mission originating from
electrical storage. This was done by fitting a regression curve
using a second order polynomial:
Y = β0 +

dv
X

2
βii XCi
+

dv X
dv
X

Component
Factors
seES
spJE
sf cJE
spEM

βij XCi XCj ,

spP E

xi − (xi,max + xi,min )/2
; i = 1, 2, ..., dv , (9)
(xi,max + xi,min )/2

ηJE
ηEM
ηEM
ηEM
nprop

i=1

XCi =

dv
X

Figure 15. The regression coefficients in per unit associated with total power
system efficiency resulting from numerical calculations for design candidate,
D2. The regression coefficient for the efficiency of jet engines is 0.3.

βi XCi +

i=1

i=1 j=i+1

where Y is a response parameter; β, the regression coefficient;
dv , the number of factors, xi , the ith input factor; and XCi ,
the normalized (coded) value of the ith factor. Factors may be
normalized as shown in (9). XCi = 0 represents the specified
values of the factors, and β0 is a representation of response
parameter in this reference situation. For each of the following
sensitivity studies conducted, a single 500kW parallel hybrid
topology with 50 percent electrical energy storage as seen in
design D3 was used. The factors and associated ranges of
variation considered for the analysis were derived from that
seen in the literature review conducted on the power system
components shown in Table. I.
When considering mass as a primary objective for a given
design candidate, there are five factors that affect the total
power system mass: jet engine specific power, electric machine
specific power, power electronics specific power, electrical
energy storage specific energy, and jet engine specific fuel consumption. The results of this sensitivity study show that within
the currently available technology, the greatest reduction of
mass can be achieved by utilizing the highest performance
energy storage with respect to specific power, as seen in Fig.
14.

Ref. values
(min, max)
Energy storage specific
energy [kWh/kg]
Jet engine specific
power [kW/kg]
Jet engine specific
fuel consumption [kg/kWh]
Electric machine specific
power [kW/kg]
Power electronic specific
power [kW/kg]
Jet engine eff. [%]
Electric machine eff. [%]
Power electronics eff. [%]
Energy storage eff. [%]
Number of propulsors

0.07, 0.2
1, 11
0.186, 0.495
1, 16
11, 34
16.23, 43.20
93, 98
96, 99
95, 99
2, 8

Alternatively, when the primary objective is system efficiency, the five factors that influence the output are efficiencies
of the jet engines, electric machines, power electronics, and
energy storage and number of propulsors. This study shows
that, given the current ranges of available component efficiencies, jet engines may have the greatest contribution to the total
system losses (Fig. 15).
VI. C ONCLUSION
Electric aircraft designs today show large variations in
power system types as well as number of components used.
This paper presents developments toward an optimization
approach for aircraft power systems which incorporate electric
propulsion. The proposed approach is capable of evaluating
thousands of design candidates based on performance metrics
such as mass, efficiency, and survivability.
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This paper includes a study for an aircraft designed for
a rated power of 500kW, intended for short-haul missions,
such as those seen in commercial aviation. The case study
power system candidate pool includes both conventional jet
and electrical propulsion means, and steps of granularity in between degrees of electrical energy storage. Example outcomes
include comparative evaluation of potential power system
architectures with respect to mass, efficiency and survivability.
The results of this study show that aircraft with greater
means of electrical energy storage exhibit higher efficiency,
while those with more chemical energy storage and fewer
components perform better when considering mass. Additionally, when the efficiency benefits of distributed propulsion was
considered, designs with more, smaller propulsors may have a
greater overall efficiency and prove to be more survivable, at
the cost of an incurred mass. The framework developed provides a tool for system designers to evaluate tradeoffs between
various EAPS topology candidates. While it may be apparent
that purely electric designs are most efficient and turbo-electric
architectures have the lowest mass, what is often needed is a
trade-off, based on mission goals. It was demonstrated that the
proposed automated optimization process is able to identify
such best-case compromises represented by series and parallel
hybrid architectures with various degrees of electrical energy
storage and topology layouts, including multiple propulsors.
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